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Another generalization f the concept of comp!.eteness for a nearness space, called ,II- 
completeness, i  presented. Using kcompleteness the genera&Won of the Niemytzki- 
Tychonoff theorem is obtained for nearness paces. A nearness space is compact if 2nd 
only if it is B-complete and totally bounded. Every nearness structure is shown to be 
contained in a compatible totahy bounded nearness structure. 
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I. Introduction 
Herrlich in [3] introduced the notion of nearness for an arbitrary 
family of sets. This is a generalization of the concepts of proximity, 
contiguity, and uniflorm structures. In this paper, another generaka- 
tian of completeness in a nearness pace is given which reduces to the 
usual definition in a uniform space. This form of completeness in near- 
ness spaces, called B-completeness, is used to obtain the generalkation 
of several theorems. For example, a metric space is compact if and only 
if it is complete and totally bounded. This is also the case for uniform 
spaces. Using B-completeness, this theorem is obtained for nearness 
spaces. The Niemytzki-Tychonoff theorem for completely regular 
spaces tates that the space is compact provided every compatible uni- 
form structure is complete. Sieber and Mervin in [8] obtained the 
eralization of this theorem for quasi-uniform spaces. Again, using B- 
completeness, this paper provides a generalization of the Niemyt 
Tychonoff theorem for nearness paces. 
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spaces it is known that every uniform structure contains a totally bounded 
compatible structure. Fletcher [2] obtained the corresponding result for 
quasi-umform spaces. For nearness paces it is apparent hat the same con: 
cept would result in the containment in the other direction, Thus, the 
generalization isobtained; every nearness tructure is contained in a com- 
patible totally bounded nearness tructure. . 
2. 
Let X be a set; then P”(X) vM denote the power set of Pnmr(X) for 
each natural number y1 and $@(X) = X. Let t be a subset of P2(X) and _.& 
and a6 sub&s of P(X). I.& A and B be subsets of X. Then the follow- 
ing notation is used: 
(1) “SR is near” or E SQ means d E [; 
(2) -4 g B means {_A$) E g; 
(3) cl,A = {x E X: {x} # 
(4) ~v~={AuB:AE~~,BE~). 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a set and t C P2(X$ Then (X, E) is called a near- 
ness space provided: 
(Nl)fT sW$Gmpliesd E k. 
(N2) If gQ E t and for each B E g there e tc;ists A cz ,d with A C cl,& 
then% E t. 
<N3) If SQ 4 t and99 4 &then SQ vg 4 & 
(N4) $9 E d implies d $ {. 
A nearness pace is called a Nbspace provided: 
(N5) {x} E Cy} implies x = y. 
Given a nearness pace (X,t), the operator cl, is a clos;tlre operator .on 
X. Hence there exists a topology askiated with each nearness pace in 
a natural way. This topology is denoted by t(t): This topology is always 
IQ,. (Recall that a topology is b y.ir-,yided x E m implies Y f F}.) Conver- 
sely, given any IQ topological space (X, t) there exists a compatible near- 
ness structure to given by 
~()={9W9(x):r 
To say that a nearness tructure c is sompatible with a topology t on a 
means lthat i = t( 
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. Let (X, k) and ( Y,Q) be nearness paces. 
to be a nearness map or a -map provided sf E 
.3. Lst (X,[) be a nearness pace. 
) is called top&&z1 provided d E I implies 
) is called co~ztig~u~ provide SQ $ t jmlplies that there existzi a 
and98 $!Q. 
(3) (XI%) is called totally bounded provided one of the following eqtivv 
alent conditions hold: 
(a) 9 a filter on implies “3 E t. 
(b) If ~8 4 t then th ere exists a finite 99 6 SQ such that fi c98= $8. 
(4) .QQ is called a &luster in (X,k) provided ~8 is a maximal element . 
in & 
(5) A &cluster d is called a point-&cZuster provided there exists 
we Xsuchthat(x)EsQ. 
(4) (X, t) is called complete proviPed each &luster is a point-&clustl!::r. 
The following theorem is due to IIerrlich [3]. 
Theorem 2.4. ( 1) A topologiwt ne~mess syee t:: ~o.mp!ete. 
(2) A contigwl complete neumes? spat-e is compact. 
(3) A csntigwl ne~rne~~s l pace isl totally bounded. 
(4) In h t~pobgkal nearness space to tutly bounded & equiwlen t to 
compactnesx 0 
In [ 11, B,?ntley notes that clusters are more elusive than ultrafilteis. 
One cannot apply Zorn’s Lemma to show that each element SrQ of a 
nearness tructure t is contained in a cluster. It is known [9] that if g 
is contigual then each SQ E k is contained in a cl:&er. 
Example 2.5. This example sihows that the compactness of the under- 
lying topological space of a nearness pace d)oes not imply tlhat the near 
ness space is complete. Let [O,l ] be the closed unit interval with the 
usual topology. Defiie SQ s k if and only if Ck? # q, or each member 
of 94 is infinite. Then t is a compatible nearness tructure for [O,l 1. (5 iit; 
dso a contigual nearness tructure. Let srt = 
n = 3,4, . ..) and JB = ((n - 1)/n: n = 2,3, . . ..I. 
exists a maximal element % 
complete, there would exis 
space is not complete. Thu 
be generalize 
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. The nearness pace ) is said to be B-complete if for 
r d in E it follows th S% #Q). 
Llet (X, 3t) be a uniform space and set 
&= {A c P(X): (U[A]: A E &} # @for each UE 
& is a compatible nearness structure for (X, Q). 
mma 3.2. Let (X, W) be a uniform space. 
(a) Let 9~ be an ultrafilter on X. 312 is Chuchy in (X, Crc) if and only 
if ?R E & . 
(b) (X, ‘Ze) i: complete if and only if (X&J is B-complete. 0. 
orem 3.3. Let (X,t)# be a nelzmess space. The underlying topology of 
(X, t) is compact if and only ,if (X,e) is &complete and totally bounded. 
Pro& (1) Compactness implies B-complete. Let d be an ultrafilter on 
X and A E & Set Ldil = {A: A E SQ }. Then d is a collection of closed 
sets with the fmite intersection property and since X is compact it fol- 
lows that fI ~8! # $9. Hence (XJ) is B-comlplete. 
(2) Compactness implies totaZZy bound!ed. Let F be a filter on X* 
Since X is co:mpact, n S# 0, and by axiom&U) and (N2), 9 E [. 
(3) B-complete and totally bounded irtzpli’es coptzpactrzess. Let 9 be 
an ultrafilter on X. Since Xis totally bounded; 9 E t. Since X is B-corn- 
9 # 0. Hence X is compact. EI 
Let (X, t) be a Ro_topologicd space. Set 
Et) =( SB C P*(X): for finite58 C djl9 #*@>. 
. Let(X,t)bea: topological space. Thus tb is a compa- 
tible to tally bound(ed nearness structure for (X, t). 
; t) is a I+) topologic cpace, it is easy to show that I& is a 





core topokqical space is compact if and only if every 
~Q~~atib~~ nearness structure is B-compkte. 
. Let (XJ) ‘be a compact opological space and let # be a compa- 
tible nearness tructure. r Theorem 3.3, (X,0 is totally bounded and 
B-complete. 
Let (X, t) be a o topological space and suppose that every com- 
patible nearness tructure is B-complete. Then &, must be B-coml?lete, 
but gb is also totally bounded. By Theorem 3.3, (X,t) is compact. U 
4. Totally bounded nearnem spaces 
In the previous ection it was shown that every I$ topological space 
admits a compatible totally boandad nearness tructure. This result is 
improved in this section where it is shown that every nearness tructure 
is contained in a compatible totally bounded nearness tructure. 
Let (X,t) be a nearness pace. Set & = e u &,. & satisTies axioms 
(Nl) and (N4). For each A c X, c&A = cl@ = cl&. Hence axiom 
(N2) is satisfied. Suppose 9& 4 tU and 9J 4 &. Then SB and clt3 do not 
belong to f nor to &,. Hence Se Vc16$ e and SQ v c1s 4 &. Therefore 
SQ v 93 4 fu and axiom (N3) is satisfied. Since cl& = cl@ for each 
A C X it follows that & is a compatible nearness tructure. Every filter 
9 on X belongs to &, and thus to $&. Hence & is totally bounded. Thus 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Every nearness tructure is contained in a totally bounde 
cornpa tihle ?2eCWWSS s true twe. Q 
. 
Tb: tlheomn is a generalization of the following result for unifo 
spaces, - r’ *;ery t;.niform structure contains a totally bounded cornpat 
uniforun structure. Fletcher in [ 21 obtained th.e geraerallzatlon 
result fcbr qu&kniform spaces. It is clear tha:t he correspond 
ment for nearness tructures is in the other direction. 
The fol.lowing theorem gives the ca;egoric 
result. This result has also been obtained by 
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